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Mountain of Salt, 2020 – ongoing
Mountain of Salt (2020) is an ongoing series comprised of found images, appropriated text and digital shape 
collages, initially conceptualised as a human response to the unfolding of covid-19. Since the pandemic 
gripped the world, I like many others became acutely aware of the landscape in which we are living in, where 
everything has felt amplied; clinging to the news for updates, statistics and curves and in our own ways everything has felt amplied; clinging to the news for updates, statistics and curves and in our own ways 
analysing the myriad forms of information being shared with us. It highlights the way words and speech have a 
physical presence, a bearing upon us and carry weight.

This text-based series of collages focuses on the provocative language used since March 2020 and evolved from 
the collecting words and sentences derived from politicians, journalists and individuals all sharing their commen-
tary, updates or thoughts. The distinct rhetoric of collective responsibility, togetherness and unity constantly 
being consumed by us is further amplied by the shapes that appear in the works.The works have continued to being consumed by us is further amplied by the shapes that appear in the works.The works have continued to 
evolve and now encompass issues and moments that have affected us well beyond the virus – conversations 
around oppression, racism and witnessing trauma but also speak to some of the more light-hearted moments in 
these times where we take solace. 
https://www.bindivora.co.uk/works/mountain-of-salt-2020-ongoing/



Rocks is a teenage girl with big dreams for the future, loyal fun friends and an adoring, though 
mischievous, little brother Emmanuel. Rocks enjoys school (as much as any teenager does) and 
lives a full vibrant life in East London with her team of London-centric female best friends.
. Rocks' world is turned upside down when she returns from school to nd her mum gone, having 
left some cash and a note offering little explanation except that she is sorry. Determined to stick 
with her brother and avoid being taken into care against all odds, Rocks leaves her home and 
hides in pockets of East London. As each day becomes tougher and her secret harder to hide, hides in pockets of East London. As each day becomes tougher and her secret harder to hide, 
Rocks starts to push away those who love her and her friendship group begins to fracture. When 
the authorities nally catch up with her, there is really only one source of support for her to turn 

to: her friends. A lm about joy, resilience and the spirit of girlhood.
As well as the fact that the movie Rocks teaches good lessons, within the movie there are many 
heart-breaking scenes that watchers can relate to as Rocks’ life is no different to a regular teen-
ager’s life. I 100% recommend this movie as it teaches you the lessons of never giving up, trying 

your  hardest and knowing as long as you askyour  hardest and knowing as long as you ask there is always someone there to help. 
If you were to search up reviews and ratings of this movie then you won’t be surprised to see how 
positive they are. I have seen ratings saying 96% out of 100% and also 7/10.  You can nd Rocks on 
Netix so I think you should denitely watch it. 
watch a trailer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqXhMYjasHM
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